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Summary of Recommendations 
(l) That plans for growth of staff nnd provision of computing 

facilities be endorsed by I'HDSWQ. 
(ii) That suitable arrangements for accoss to nuclear data from 

various countrios and organisations be agreed in principle 
as a prerequisite for the proposed activities and for the 
effective use of tho existing computer and the facilities 
now being planned. 

(iii) That the long-term plans centre en an exchang3 of detailed 
measured data, bibliographic references to relevant publi-
cations, additional unpublished commenta on measured data 
to supplement the data files held, and some critical review, 
analysis or evaluation work. 

(iv) That some activities of a research nature, as well as reviews, 
analysis or evaluation be allowed and encouraged as far as 
necessary to aid recruiting and retaining thoroughly competent 
staff» 

(v) That the setting up of a panel of compilation exports to 
review the IAEA activities be conaidared, 

(vi) That extension of the work to more specifically reactor 
constants be considered only at a later datea 
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l o INTRODUCTION - ACTUAL STATUS AT 1 N0V3HBBR 1964 

1.1 Staff. 
Apart from tho authors, a junior physicist and an experienced 

computer programmer aro already available. 

Two more professional posts and tha position of a card-handling 
machine operator/programmer-in-training may be filled soon, subject to 
tho outcome of the present ITJDSWG meeting being satisfactory. 
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During; 1J)65 w have authorization to hire an additional secretarial/ 
card-handling machine operator, and another professional staff member 
may bo allowed* for 1966 furtlior expansion of staff has been provided 
for in budget proposals now under examination. 

The IBM 7040 computer in the Wiener Techniooho Hoohsohule has boen 
working satisfactorily for «orne months0 It has a 16384-word memory 
and five magnetic tapo units» Proposals to double the memory size aro 
awaiting a decision» 

№ 0 Scientific & Tochnioul Information Division of tho 1ЛЗЛ has 
now placed an order for an IBM 1401 for dolivory about July 1965. 
Several extra facilities have boon eddod in vlov of expected Nuolear 
Data needs; those inoludo a tape unit for 800 characters/inch density 
and о Caloomp typo graphical plotter. Thus input-output- and format 
conversion work preparatory for 7040 analysis, etc., сад bo done on the 
1401 when it is available. 

Cancellation clauses enable us to withdraw the purchase order for 
tho plotter or to review the 1401 set-up within about one month after 
tho INDSWG meeting. The decision on enlarging the 7040 memory will also 
be taken at roughly the same date. 

1.3 It is therefore important to establish at tho INDSWG meeting the 
outline programme and its feasibility. 

2о NATURE OF THE WORK TO W. PONK 

2.1 Present work 
For reasons of pressure of work (to prepare a paper for the Geneva 

Conference and subsequently to complete the detailed publication of this 
work), as well as because of the laok of firm assurances concerning tho 
availability of detailed data for exchange from various quarters, the 
operations of the IAIDA Nuclear Data Unit have boen confined to routine 
work for the INDSWG and the 2200 m/sec neutron constants study for 
Geneva paper P/717» 

Planning has extended to computer arrangements and budget for а 
foropoen programme of a longer-torm type, as outlined below» 

A continuation of the present critical review type of activity is 
possible for a limited time, ainoe гозоттов integrals or fission product 
absorption could bo Btudied, but unless suggestions arise at Warsaw, we 
do not see a complete long-term programme of this type if other work is 
impossible. 
2.2 Bibliographic studies 

A letter to Dr„ Goldstoin explaining how this Agency could help 
hie CINDA operation romains unanswered, but it is felt that this, too, 
may depend on some form of reciprocity, since this was put forward 



ao strongly at tho socond INDSWG mooting. 
Work of tho Agency's Scientific & Toohnioal Information Division 

in the bibliographie fiold la of gornral scope similar to tho work at 
Euratom and related to Nuclear Science Abstracts and Eeforatlvnii 
Zhurnal. It is Inouffioiontly dotailod to replaco CINDA in our special 
field. 

What вошла to Ъо neodod for tho Nuoloar Data unit is a service for 
preparing abstracts and punchod cards in CINDA format (ov at least pro-
viding information in detail corresponding to CINDA) relative to pub-
lications of Nucloar Data work in Itueslan journal a and others, e.g., 
Caoob oi*" Indian Journal of Physics, not roadily 'covered by tho Columbia 
University and Suelay compiling groupa. Whether prepublicatlon infor-
mation con ba obtained for CINDA should Ъо studied ~ this does not seem 
to be a quite atralghtf ortrard problem ovon whoro the CINDA system is 
already in operation. 

The question of establishing correspondents in Eastern Europe, 
Asia or Latin Amerioa who would px*ovide information for CINDA with a 
minimum of delay from local sources can bo examined as soon as the 
general basis for our work is established. 

2.3 Gathering and exchanging: experimental data 
The exchange of reprints or preprints is to be extended as far as 

possible but is not here further considered, as not being "compilation"» 

Bequests that we receive more detailed information than that 
published, preferably as punched cards (or paper or magnetic tape of 
computer-compatible format) has already been raised» It appears that 
the availability of such detailed data is crucial to our future plans. 

Enquiries have shown that whore paper tape is the first output from 
an experiment, this ia fed to a computer for initial computations (run 
normalizations and comparisons, subtraction of background, conversion to 
transmission or similar operations) so that we would oxpect to receive 
copies of the oomputer output, which are generally IBM-type cards and 
not paper tapee The only technical problems then to be sotiled concern 
reading the particular formats used (e.g. docimal or binary, if binary, 
column, row or other), none of which заam to be difficult to arrange. 
It would; be proposed to accept the original format for input data (save 
in exceptional cases or when tho available format could easily be 
modified to suit our standards)} all data sent out from the compiling 
contre would probably ha in a standard format, or one of a few standard 
formats, of which one would be on magnatic tapo0 
2„4 Use of magnetic tape 

For exchange of data, which might take placo monthly, with the 
Brookhaven and Sacloy centres, magnetic tape appears to be desirable. 
It will, however, be unlikely that the volume of new data from any other 
зоигсе would be sufficient that magnetic taps* would be used to receive 
data from elsewhere» Plans for sending out to national laboratories 

* for footnote see next page 
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the data available would liavo to bo worked out» "but punched cards would 
Ъe used for those laboratories which had no computer compatlhlo with 

style magnetic tape., If tho volume becomes largo, however, it may 
bo песеиаагу to sand out punehod cards only on request, and to limit 
automatic onward transmission of all data to thooe receiving magnetic 
tapes» 

By tho middle of 1965 facilities would eri.it for reading and waiting 
tapes of density 200, 556 and 800 characters par inoh (IBM atandords)o 
ThoOQ would give compléta compatibility with tho Saolay & Brookhavon 
contres» ïïowgvor, in 1967 tho question of changing to an IBM 360 computer 
system might ariso9 and tho t»pa format for thio га ce ntly~de ы i grio й IBM 
system diffaro from that of tho oldar IBM machina» Other centres may 
also make similar oh tinges зо that planning for this contingency is pre-
mature » 

So5 Analysis and Evaluation 
A necessary minimum of work of an evaluation and critical review 

nature will Ъе undertakenj this involves assessing end annotating 
(oogo with details of origin, resolution, any known uncertainties) all 
"raw" data held in archiva or re-issued. Whether further analysis of 
the data la to Ъо undertaken would depend on the volume and nature of 
the data received, its place.1 of origin, and also on the specialist 
intoresta of the staff, which would he subject to change from time to 
time in accordance with the normal Agency staffing policy0 

On tho question of how much effort -would Ъе devoted to further 
analysis of experimental résulta, ouch as tho derivation of Legendre 
polynomicsl coefficients or of resonance parameters, do act now make amy 
ûorin&te grop^-als Tàz- Z-vzxioiœ gitrnsn ab©wfc ConcôTYdv^ «bits "Gralft&tlon" of 
data in tho sense of the production of a complete set of evaluated егоза 
sections for all noutron energies for a given isotope or reaction, it 
would appear that initially this would not he attempted, ainco a number 
of national laboratories are already operating extensively in this field, 
and they could be supported by supplying bibliographic information or 
incomplete sets of data from our files,, However, ас a matter of principle 
it is clear that, in due cours©, we should endeavour to obtain and exchange 
internationally tho results of auch ©valuations, and therefore ire wish to 
keep fully in touch with what is being done a In particular we are 
interested in any discussions for standardized formata for presenting such 
evaluated data, and should contribute our ideas on such matters» If in 
due course it appears that we can usefully enter the evaluation field 
ourselves, or that this is requested as the "price" for access to the 
results .of other evaluations, we should certainly aim at being in a position 
to do this. However,, preparation of data for particular calculations, e0g0 

* We assume magnetic tapas would be exchanged in the form of uncut full-
length computer reels. The value or number of magnetic tapes sont out 
would have to be matched by the receipt of similar tapes, blank or con-
taining data, or charges would have to be made for tapos transferred» 
The use of short sectiona of narrow tape would involve special techniques о 



the production from the complote "evaluated" data of multi-group average 
orooQ sections should probably not bo performed by the IAEA data unit, 
at least until intomat ionally ai>ooifiad multi-group aetB or other formats 
have agreed upon as "being of general applicability for work in many countries 

For staff planning purposes it is assumed that we should provide 
a staff sufficient to copo with poalc loads of tho Ъаз1с work (bibliographic 
and detailed data exchange, plus normal support for the INPSWG) and allow 
othor work to prooood betwoen peak periods. 

3» MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS 

3»! Eolations with othor centres 
It is assumed that exchanges of data with tho BTIL and Saolay (EN3A) 

oentres can be arranged, as well ая cooperation in learning and developing 
the computer techniques involved. In tho initial stages of the project 
this may involve members of the Nuclear Data unit spending periods (of 
a few months) in tho Paris or New York areas. The converse process, of 
inviting other workers to Vienna should not be considered until tho new 
1401 computer has reached tho stage of a completely routine operation, 

Tho cooperation of the two centres mentioned in the initial learning 
and method-developing stages should therefore be requested. 

302 Publications 
The precedent of BNL in respect of the division of labour between 

producing printed publications and preparing computer-type files is not 
yet far enough advanoed to servo аз a guide for plans in Vienna, Indeed^ 
tho IAT5A should, have an interest in working on this aspect of the operations 
with (and at) Brookhavan at an early date, in an endeavour to arrive at 
a satisfactory pattern of effort for future planning. Similar cooperation 
with Saolay in this matter is also desirable, although the ENEA group 
may not plan to issue printed compilations like BîîL~325 ̂ d BNL-ДОО, while 
the IAEA has well-developed publication facilities. 

303 Future pro .jo ot ions 
How this project will develop depends initially ш getting 

cooperation in making data available from various national laboratories 
and other sources. We believe a good quality skeleton staff already 
exists but further hiring will depend on assurances of data-availability. 
A budget of $80,000 for computation services, a staff of seven physicists 
plus a senior computer programmer and five clerical/computer assistants 
is at present being proposed as representing the state to be attained 
by 1967s and hiring at a rate trhich will mske this possible without 
sacrifice of quality now appears possible providing the programmes oan 
go.forward as envisaged. 



Although In tha foregoing it was envisaged that any plans for IAEA 
otaff to worlc at Saolay or BrooMhavem would Ъе temporary, at a later 
a tags» reciprocal interchanges of staff oould bo most valuableо Sines ao 
much of the measured data 6omos from tho Anerioan continent, ono might 
oven consider attutrfiirtg an IA23A Uucloar Data staff member to the Ш 
ITeadquartere in How York on в continuing basis to cooperate in the data-
gathering process, but any such proposal would depend on the trends of 
technioal progress occurring at the existing BÏÏL Sigma Centre and their 
reaotlons to the proposal. Othor important centres (o<>go Paria and 
Moscow) are so naar Vionna that no comparable arrangement seems now to 
be neoeasary. 

4» CONCLUSIONS 
a o w n i ' M m м и н и m i n i 

4»1 Staffing -general considerations 
It remains true that to attract and retain a staff capable of good 

critical review work some opportunities to do work of o. research or at 
least an intrinsically interesting nature are essential. At present it 
also веете essential that some of the staff remain with the Agency for 
rather short periods (s«ge two years) so as to remain in touch with the 
advances in the field» Later, as tho work becomes integrated with other 
oentres,, this may Ьэ 1еаз necessary (though one post, subject to rotation, 
in Hew York might then be advantageous). On the whole, tho need seems 
to be for experimental specialists mors than for theoretical physicists 
(say 2 i 1 or 3 s 1 ratio), but as the Trieste centre develops and 
coopération with them develops this situation may change0 It ie of course 
easier for a theoretician to continue his own research in Vienna than 
for an experimental specialist measuring 'Nuclear Data» 
4» 2 "Watoh~dog qommittee" or panel of experts 

The INDSWG can continue to adviae on the general scope and direction 
of the compilation "Kirk but a smaller panel of experts specialized on 
compilation problems oould aid more on the exact programme» The IAEA would 
therefore plan, subject to the preconditions for the buccess of this 
project having been met, to use one of the two panel meetings planned for 
1965 to convene such a specialist panel (with perhaps 6 - 7 тетЪегз) 
to advise on our plans» 

This group might become a continuing body depending on its success-
ful operation and on the balance between data compiling work and other 
work in conneotion with the INDSWGts future programme which will а1во fall 
on the secretariatb 

4.3 Beactor Physios Constants 
The extension of the compilation work to some of the more basic 

reactor physics constants has been requested by some specialists, but this 
will only be considered after a period of successful exchange of information 
in the more baslo field of neutron croas-^ssctions and related constants. 

Vienna, 19th October 19^4 




